2021 Iowa State Fair - Items by Vendor and Location

VENDOR GROUP:

FOOD & BEER JOINT CONTRACTS

B.E.S.T. CATERING AND CONCESSIONS -- KEVIN & JANIE SMITH
203 SE 34th St; Des Moines, IA 50317;

JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: (12OZ) BOTTLED BUD BEER; (12OZ) BOTTLED BUD LIGHT BEER; (12OZ) BOTTLED BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (12OZ) BOTTLED COOR'S LIGHT BEER; (12OZ) BOTTLED MICHÉLOB ULTRA BEER; (16OZ) BUD BEER; (16OZ) BUD LIGHT BEER; (16OZ) BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (16OZ) COOR'S LIGHT BEER; (16OZ) MICHÉLOB ULTRA BEER; (20OZ) BUD BEER; (20OZ) BUD LIGHT BEER; (20OZ) COOR'S LIGHT BEER; (20OZ) MICHÉLOB ULTRA BEER; BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (12OZ) BOTTLED RUTHIE CRAFT BEER; (16OZ) RUTHIE CRAFT BEER; (20OZ) RUTHIE CRAFT BEER; (16OZ) STRAW-BER-ITA; (16OZ) BLACK CHERRY WHITE CLAW; (16OZ) MANGO WHITE CLAW;

IN JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BRATS; BRATS WITH FRIES; BRATS WITH FRIES AND DRINK; CANDY BARS; CHEESEBURGER; CHEESEBURGER WITH FRIES; CHEESEBURGER WITH FRIES AND DRINK; GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH; CHICKEN STRIPS; CHICKEN STRIPS WITH FRIES; CHICKEN STRIPS WITH FRIES AND DRINK; COFFEE; FRENCH FRIES; FRENCH FRIES WITH CHEESE; GRILLED CHICKEN WITH FRIES; GRILLED CHICKEN WITH FRIES AND DRINK; HAMBURGER; HAMBURGER WITH FRIES; HAMBURGER WITH FRIES AND DRINK; HOT DOG; HOT DOG WITH FRIES; HOT DOG WITH FRIES AND DRINK; ICE CREAM, NOVELTIES; MILK; BACON, EGG, AND CHEESE MUFFIN; SAUSAGE, EGG, AND CHEESE MUFFIN; NACHOS; NACHOS WITH CHEESE; PIZZA, SLICE; WHOLE PIZZA; POPCORN; PRETZELS, JUMBO; PRETZELS, JUMBO (WITH CHEESE); SMOOTHIE-LARGE STRAWBERRY; SMOOTHIE, SMALL STRAWBERRY; LARGE SOUP; SOUP, MEDIUM; SOUP, SMALL; WALKING TACO; TACO SALAD; JUMBO TENDERLOIN; TENDERLOIN-JUMBO WITH FRIES; TENDERLOIN-JUMBO WITH FRIES AND DRINK;

KNAPP STAGE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; LARGE SOUP; SOUP, MEDIUM; SOUP, SMALL;

KNAPP STAGE
Products Include: (16OZ) BUD BEER; (16OZ) BUD LIGHT BEER; (16OZ) BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (16OZ) BUSCH LIGHT APPLE BEER; (16OZ) COOR'S LIGHT BEER; (16OZ) MICHÉLOB ULTRA BEER; (20OZ) BUD BEER; (20OZ) BUD LIGHT BEER; (20OZ) BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (20OZ) COOR'S LIGHT BEER; (20OZ) MICHÉLOB ULTRA BEER; (16OZ) RUTHIE CRAFT BEER; (16OZ) SHANDY CRAFT BEER; (20OZ) RUTHIE CRAFT BEER; (20OZ) SHANDY CRAFT BEER; (16OZ) STRAW-BER-ITA; (16OZ) BLACK CHERRY WHITE CLAW; (16OZ) MANGO WHITE CLAW;

CAMPBELL CONCESSIONS -- CALVIN CAMPBELL
PO Box 57130; Des Moines, IA 50317; 515-262-3111 Ext. 4501

ELWELL FOOD CENTER
Products Include: ADD ON DIP; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CAPPuccino; COCOA, HOT; COFFEE; COOKIE (1); FOOTLONG CORN DOG; HOT DOG; BOWL ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM, CONE OR BOWL; ICE CREAM CUP; ICE CREAM, ROOT BEER FLOAT; ICE CREAM SUNDAE - LARGE; ICE CREAM WAFFLE CONE; REGULAR LEMONADE; SOUVENIR LEMONADE; MILK; NACHOS; NACHOS SUPREME; NACHOS WITH MEAT; SOUVENIR REFILLS; SOUP; LARGE SOUVENIR CUP SOUP; SOUP-REFILL SOUVENIR CUPS; WAFFLE CONE SUNDAE; WALKING TACO;
CATTLE BARN FOYER
Products Include: BISCUITS AND GRAVY; 1/2 ORDER BISCUITS AND GRAVY; BLT; BOTTLED WATER; BIG BREAKFAST; FAST BREAKFAST; BREAKFAST SPECIAL; BREAKFAST BOWL; BREAKFAST SANDWICH; BREAKFAST SIDES-POTATOS; BREAKFAST SIDES-SAUSAGE; BACON; BREAKFAST SIDES-TOAST & JELLY; CAKE; CANDY; CAPPUCCINO, LARGE; BACON CHEESE BURGER; DBL BAC CHEESE BURGER; CHEESEBURGER; CHEFS SALAD; CHICKEN PLANKS; CHICKEN PLANKS WITH FRIES; CHICKEN SALAD; CINNAMON ROLL; COCOA, LARGE HOT; COFFEE, LARGE; COOKIE; CORN DOG; CROSSIANT RASPBERRY; EXTRA; WAFFLE FRIES; GARDEN SALAD; HAMBURGER; REGULAR LEMONADE; SOUVENIR LEMONADE; MEATLOAF; MEATLOAF DINNER; MILK; MUFFIN; ORANGE JUICE; PANCAKES-2; PASTRIES-SCONE; PASTRIES STRUDEL BITES; PIE; SOUVENIR REFILLS; ROAST BEEF DINNER; HOT BEEF SANDWICH; MEATLOAF-SCON; ROAST BEEF SANDWICH; SIDE COTTAGE CHEESE; SODA; SOUVENIR SODA; SPECIAL DAILY; SPECIAL DAILY SPECIAL SIDE; SPUDS AND GRAVY; TENDERLOIN; TURKEY CLUB; TURNOVER; VEGETABLES;

4-H BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BREAKFAST SANDWICH; BURGER BACON CHEESEBURGER; BURGER DOUBLE BACON CHEESE; BURGER DOUBLE CHEESE; CANDY BAR; CAPPUCCINO; CHEESEBURGER; CHICKEN SALAD; CHICKEN STRIPS; CHICKEN STRIPS WITH FRENCH FRIES; CHIPS; CINNAMON ROLL; COCOA, HOT; COFFEE; CORN DOG; FRENCH FRIES; LOADED WAFFLE FRIES; HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; ICE CREAM BOWL; ICE CREAM WAFFLE; ICE CREAM CONE; LARGE STATE FAIR FROZEN LEMONADE; LEMONADE REGULAR; LEMONADE SOUVENIR; STATE FAIR FROZEN LEMONADE; MILK; NACHOS; NACHOS SUPREME; NACHOS WITH MEAT; ORANGE JUICE; LARGE POPCORN; REFILLS SOUVENIR; POLISH SAUSAGE; SODA; SODA-LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS (REFILLS $3.00); TACO SALAD; TENDERLOIN HOMEMADE; WALKING TACO; DELI WRAP;

SW CORNER OF CONSERVATION BLDG
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; LEMONADE; SOUVENIR LEMONADE; SOUVENIR REFILLS; SODA; LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS) SODA;

N. SIDE OF GRAND, FRONT OF GRANDSTAND
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; DEEP FRIED SWEET CORN - CORN DOG; DOUBLE BACON WRAPPED CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; JALAPENO CORN DOG; POLISH SAUSAGE CORN DOG; LEMONADE; SOUVENIR LEMONADE; SOUVENIR REFILLS; SODA; SODA-LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS);

EAST OF OLD MILL
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; REFILLS; SODA; SODA LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS);

NE CORNER OF VI BLDG
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; LEMONADE; SOUVENIR LEMONADE; REFILLS; SODA; LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS) SODA;

EAST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: BASKET MAKE BASKET; BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; CORN DOG FOOTLONG; FRIES LOADED WAFFLE; FRIES WAFFLE; ONION RINGS; PICKLE CHIPS; PICKLE SPEARS; PORK LEG; PORK LOIN; REFILLS; SODA; LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS) SODA; TENDERLOIN;

E. CORNER OF TRIANGLE, S. OF SERVICE CENTER
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; SODA; SODA-LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS);

W. CORNER OF TRIANGLE, S. OF SERVICE CENTER
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; SOUVENIR REFILLS; SODA; SODA-LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS);
LIVESTOCK PAVILION
Products Include: BEER-BUD, BUD LIGHT, COORS LIGHT, MILLER; MARGARITA-MIKES, SERVE ON ICE;

LIVESTOCK PAVILLION
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BREAKFAST SANDWICH; CANDY BAR; CAPPUCINO;
CHEESEBURGER; CHICKEN STRIPS; CHICKEN STRIPS WITH FRENCH FRIES; CINNAMON ROLL; COCOA, HOT;
COFFEE; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; FRENCH FRIES; HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM, CONE OR BOWL; ICE CREAM WAFFLE; LEMONADE; SOUVENIR LEMONADE; MILK; NACHOS; NACHOS WITH MEAT; ORANGE JUICE; LARGE POPCORN; POPCORN, SMALL; REFILLS; POLISH SAUSAGE; SODA LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS (REFILLS $3.00); SODA, SMALL; TENDERLOIN; WALKING TACO;

IN FUN FOREST, NW OF MIDAMERICAN STAGE
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; LEMONADE; FROZEN SOUVENIR LEMONADE; LEMONADE, FROZEN STATE FAIR; SOUVENIR LEMONADE; SOUVENIR REFILLS; SODA; SODA LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS);

NE CORNER OF WALNUT SQUARE
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; SOUVENIR REFILLS; SODA; SODA LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS);

SOUTH OF NORTH ANNEX TO CATTLE BARN
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CORN DOG; FOOTLONG CORN DOG; LEMONADE, REGULAR; LEMONADE SOUVENIR; REFILLS SOUVENIR REFILL; SODA; LARGE SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS);

DEPOT, THE -- HELEN LITTLE
PO Box 57130; Des Moines, IA 50317; 515-262-3111 Ext. 500

THE DEPOT, WEST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: BEER-ALUMINUM BOTTLES; BEER-LARGE; BEER-MEDIUM; BEER-SMALL; BLOODY MARY-LARGE; DRINK SERVED OVER ICE; LONG ISLAND TEA-LARGE; MARGARITA-LARGE; PREMIUM BEER-LARGE; PREMIUM BEER-MEDIUM; PREMIUM BEER-SMALL;

WEST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: BISCUITS AND GRAVY FULL; BISCUITS AND GRAVY HALF; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; FOOTLONG BRAT; BIG BREAKFAST; BREAKFAST BOWL; BACON CHEESE BURGER; DOUBLE BACON CHEESE BURGER; CHEESE EXTRA; CHEESEBURGER; CHICKEN FRIES; CHICKEN PLANKS; CHICKEN PLANKS BASKET; COFFEE-LARGE; COFFEE, SMALL; EXTRA CHILI; FRENCH FRIES; FRENCH FRIES WITH CHILI CHEESE; FRIES W/ CHEESE; HAMBURGER; HAMBURGER BASKET; HOT DOG-FOOTLONG; HOT DOG NATHANS; KIDS MEAL-HAMBURGER, CHEESEBURGER, CHICKEN FRIES OR HOT DOG WITH FRIES AND DRINK; EXTRA MEAT; MILK; SUPREME NACHOS; NACHOS WITH CHEESE; NACHOS WITH CHEESE AND MEAT; ORANGE JUICE; PIZZA BOAT; SLICES OF PIZZA; WHOLE PIZZA; REFILLS; BREAKFAST SANDWICH; CHICKEN PHILLY SANDWICH; CRISPY CHICKEN SANDWICH; GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH; SHAVED SIRLOIN STEAK SANDWICH; GIANT SAUSAGE; GRAZINO SAUSAGE; LARGE SLUSHIE; SLUSHIES, MEDIUM; SLUSHIES, SMALL; SODA, MEDIUM; SODA, SMALL; SODA-SOUVENIR CUPS ($3 REFILLS); SOUR CREAM; TACO, 1 HARD SHELL; TACO, FRIED; TACOS-2 SOFT SHELL; TACOS-HARD SHELL, QTY 2; TACOS, SOFT SHELL; TACOS-WALKING, WITH SOUR CREAM; BREAKFAST TATER TOTS; TENDERLOIN-1/2 POUND; TENDERLOIN BASKET;

IOWA CRAFT BEER TENT -- SCOTT CARLSON
309 Court Ave, 838; Des Moines, IA 50309;

GRANDFATHER'S BARN AREA
Products Include: 3 SAMPLES OF WINE SLUSHIE OR CRAFT BEER; GLASS OF CRAFT BEER; BEER-SPECIALTY - 12 OZ; PACKAGES-4 GLASSES OF WINE, WINE SLUSHIE, OR CRAFT BEER; SANGRIA-16 OZ.; SODA; 3 SAMPLES OF WINE SLUSHIE OR WINE; WINE BOTTLES; GLASS OF WINE;
WEST OF JACOBSEN IOWA CRAFT BEER TENT
Products Include: BEER-16 OZ PINT; BEER PACKAGE - FOUR 16 OZ PINTS; BEER PACKAGE - THREE 16 OZ PINTS + THREE 5 OZ SAMPLES; BEER PACKAGE - TWELVE 5 OZ PINTS; BEER PACKAGE - TWO 16 OZ PINT + SIX 5 OZ SAMPLES; SPECIALTY - 12OZ BEER; BEER-THREE - 3 OZ SAMPLES; BIG GROVE BREWERY DEEP FRIED APPLE PIE CRAFT BEER; COURT AVENUE BREWING CO. CORN DOG ALE CRAFT BEER; FLIX BREWHOUSE STRAWBERRY SPARKLE PONEY CRAFT BEER; RECLAIMED RAILS BREWING CO. FUNNEL CAKE CRAFT BEER; WEST O BEER TEE'D OFF! SHANDY CRAFT BEER; ROOT BEER;

KFS ENTERPRISES LLC -- GERALD & SUE KIRKE
5465 Mills Civic Pkwy Ste 400; West Des Moines, IA 50266-5321; 515-490-8533

JALAPENO PETE'S ON GRAND AVE.
Products Include: BACARDI RAZ; ANGRY ORCHARD BEER; BLUE MOON BEER; BUD LIGHT BEER; BUDWEISER BEER; BUG LIGHT LIME BEER; BUSCH LIGHT BEER; CONFLUENCE - DM IPA BEER; COORS LITE BEER; CORONA BEER; CORONA LIGHT BEER; EXILE RUTHIE BEER; FAT TIRE BEER; LEINEINKUGLES - SUMMER SHANDY BEER; LIME-A-RITA BEER; MICHELOB ULTRA BEER; MILLER LITE BEER; O'DOUL'S BEER; SAM ADAMS - SEASONAL BEER; STIEGL BEER; STRAW-BER-RITA BEER; LIME MARGARITAS; STRAWBERRY MARGARITAS; MIKES HARD LEMONADE; SMIRNOFF; SODA; WHITE CLAW SPECIALTY DRINKS; WATER; RED WINE; WHITE WINE;

JALAPENO PETE'S ON GRAND AVE.
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BEEF BURRITO; CHICKEN BURRITO; CHIPS WITH QUESO; CHIPS WITH SALSA; SOUTH WEST CHICKEN EGG ROLL; CHURRO FRIES; NACHOS GRANDE; BEEF QUESADILLA; CHICKEN QUESADILLA; SODA; TACO PLATTER - BEEF; TACO PLATTER -CHICKEN;

NORTH OF VI BLDG
Products Include: (1) BERKSHIRE BACON BALLS; (2) BERKSHIRE BACON BALLS; BERKSHIRE BACON BALLS BLT; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; COMBO DOUBLE; (1) CHICKEN BACON RANCH BALL ON A STICK; (2) CHICKEN BACON RANCH BALL ON A STICK; CARAMEL DIPPED PECAN PIE ON A STICK; SODA REFILLS; WALTS LEMONADE CREAMSICLE 10 OZ. SLUSH; WALTS LEMONADE CREAMSICLE 22 OZ. SLUSH; 16 OZ. SODA; 32 OZ. SODA; SODA-PEPSI PRODUCTS;

KRANE SPECIALITY, INC. -- STAN KRANOVICH
106 3rd St SE; Altoona, IA 50009-1827; 515-669-5839

STEER N STEIN ON GRAND AVE.
Products Include: BEER $10 MEDIUM- DRAFT - BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, BUSCH LIGHT, COORS LIGHT, MILLER LITE; BEER-$11 MEDIUM- PREMIUM DRAFT - FAT TIRE, FOUNDERS, LAGUNITAS, ZOLTAN, PEACE TREE BLOND FATALE, MIKE'S HARD LEMONADE, ANGRY ORCHARD, LAND SHARK, BLUE MOON, SUMMER SHANDY, KINKY PINK, DAIQUIRI, MOSCOW MULE, MARGARITA, BLOODY MARY; BEER $13 LARGE- DRAFT - BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, BUSCH LIGHT, COORS LIGHT, MILLER LITE; BEER-$14 LARGE- PREMIUM DRAFT - FAT TIRE, FOUNDERS, LAGUNITAS, ZOLTAN, PEACE TREE BLOND FATALE, MIKE'S HARD LEMONADE, ANGRY ORCHARD, LAND SHARK, BLUE MOON, SUMMER SHANDY, KINKY PINK, DAIQUIRI, MARGARITA, MOSCOW MULE, BLOODY MARY; BEER $6 SMALL- DRAFT - BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, BUSCH LIGHT, COORS LIGHT, MILLER LITE; BEER-$7 SMALL- PREMIUM DRAFT - FAT TIRE, FOUNDERS, LAGUNITAS, ZOLTAN, PEACE TREE BLOND FATALE, MIKE'S HARD LEMONADE, ANGRY ORCHARD, LAND SHARK, BLUE MOON, SUMMER SHANDY, KINKY PINK, DAIQUIRI, MARGARITA, MOSCOW MULE; BOTTLED WATER; SUPERCHILL DRINK; SODA;
STEER N STEIN ON GRAND AVE.
Products Include: BAKED BEANS; BEEF-SMOKED BEEF BRISKET SANDWICH; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BRAT; RARE-BIT BURGER; CHEESE SAUCE; DOUBLE CHEESE BURGER; CHEESEBURGER; CHICKEN SANDWICH; CHILI DOG; COFFEE; COWBOY CUP-LAYER OF BAKED BEANS, MASHED POTATOES, SHREDDED PORK, SPRINKLED WITH CHEESE; FRENCH FRIES, LARGE; CHEESE FRIES; CHILI CHEESE FRIES; LARGE TWISTER FRIES; HAMBURGER; DOUBLE HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; LEMONADE; BBQ BEEF BRISKET NACHOS; BBQ PULLED PORK NACHOS; SUPER NACHOS; PORK-SMOKED PULLED PORK SANDWICH; REFILLS LARGE; LARGE SODA; SODA REGULAR DRINK; SOUR CREAM; TACO SALAD; GIANT TACOS; HARD TACOS; SOFTSHELL TACOS; TEA, GOLD PEAK; TENDERLOIN; TURKEY DRUMS; WATER CUP;

M & E CUNNINGHAM CORP. -- MIKE CUNNINGHAM
3703 Prairie Sage Dr.; Norwalk, IA 50211; 515-208-1320

BUD TENT
Products Include: BEER; WINE;

BUD TENT
Products Include: CHICKEN TENDER; CHICKEN TENDER BASKET; CHILI DOG; CHILI DOG BASKET; FRENCH FRIES; HOT DOG; HOT DOG BASKET; PIZZA; POLISH SAUSAGE; BASKET POLISH SAUSAGE; BACON WRAPPED RIBLET; SODA; SODA REFILLS; TENDERLOIN; TENDERLOIN BASKET;

SPACE WRANGLERS LLC. -- BROOKS REYNOLDS
300 Walnut St Ste 200; Des Moines, Iowa 50309; 760-777-1582

WEST OF LIVESTOCK PAVILLION
Products Include: (16OZ) DOMESTIC CAN - COOR'S, COOR'S LIGHT, BUD, BUD LIGHT, BUD LIGHT LIME, BUSCH LIGHT, MILLER LITE BEER; (16OZ) DOMESTIC DRAW - COOR'S LIGHT, BUD LIGHT, BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (16OZ) PREMIUM DOMESTIC DRAW - LAGUNITAS IPA, LEINENKUGELS SUMMER SHANDY, BLUE MOON, BARN TOWN NEON HAZY IPA BEER; (20OZ) DOMESTIC DRAW - COOR'S LIGHT, BUD LIGHT, BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (20OZ) PREMIUM DOMESTIC DRAW - LAGUNITAS IPA, LEINENKUGELS SUMMER SHANDY, BLUE MOON, BARN TOWN NEON HAZY IPA BEER; (32OZ) DOMESTIC DRAW - COORS LIGHT, BUD LIGHT, BUSCH LIGHT BEER; (32OZ) PREMIUM DOMESTIC DRAW - LAGUNITAS IPA, LEINENKUGELS SUMMER SHANDY, BLUE MOON, BARN TOWN NEON HAZY IPA BEER; HAIR OF THE DOG BLOODY MARY; BOTTLED WATER; CHAMPAGNE; (16OZ) DRAW, CARROL BREWING RITA'S LIME, KINSHIP BREWERY BILLY, OFF THE LEACH, BIG GROE EASY EDDY. CRAFT BEER; (16OZ) DRAW, TOPPLING GOLIATH PSEUDOSUE, POMEII, POPEII BEACH, SURLEY HELL LAGER, PEACE TREE LAKSIDE LOOP, BLONDE FATALE, LAGUNITAS IPA, FIRE TRUCK BURN OUT BROWN, ECTO COOLER SOUR, STRAWBERRY LEMONADE SOUR, CONFLUENCE D.M. IPA, CARSON KING, CRAFT BEER; (32OZ) DRAW, TOPPLING GOLIATH PSEUDOSUE, POMEII, POPEII BEACH, SURLEY HELL LAGER, PEACE TREE LAKSIDE LOOP, BLONDE FATALE, LAGUNITAS IPA, FIRE TRUCK BURN OUT BROWN, ECTO COOLER SOUR, STRAWBERRY LEMONADE SOUR, CONFLUENCE D.M. IPA, CARSON KING, CRAFT BEER; (16OZ) COKE, DIET COKE, MELLOW YELLOW, DR. PEPPER, SPRITE, CHERRY COKE, POWERADE, GOLD PEAK UNSWEET ICED TEA FOUNTAIN DRINK; (20OZ) COKE, DIET COKE, MELLOW YELLOW, DR. PEPPER, SPRITE, CHERRY COKE, POWERADE, GOLD PEAK UNSWEET ICED TEA FOUNTAIN DRINK; (32OZ) COKE, DIET COKE, MELLOW YELLOW, DR. PEPPER, SPRITE, CHERRY COKE, POWERADE, GOLD PEAK UNSWEET ICED TEA FOUNTAIN DRINK; CHI-CHI'S WINE-BASED LONG ISLAND TEA; REGULAR AND CHOCOLATE MILK MILK; FRESH SQUEEZED OJ MIMOSA; RED BULL; LIME A RITA; STRAW A RITA; BONNIE’S BLACK CHERRY SLUSHIES; WATERMELON WARRIOR SLUSHIES; MANGO AND BLACK CHERRY WHITE CLAW; BAREFOOT WINE; DARK HORSE WINE;
WEST OF LIVESTOCK PAVILLION
Products Include: BACON; BEANS COWBOY; BREAKFAST BURRITO W/ EGG, MEAT, CHEESE, ETC; PORK BELLY BURNT ENDS; LARGE MAYTAG BLEU CHEESE DIP; SMALL MAYTAG BLEU CHEESE DIP; CHIPS; COLE SLAW; COTTON CANDY (MAPLE BACON, HABANERO BACON, SPICY PICKLE, STRAWBERRY); CRAWFISH BOIL (1LB); CRAWFISH BOIL (2LBS); PICKLED SPICY EGGS; DOUBLE STACK W/ CHILI SAUCE AND SCAMBLED EGGS ENCHILADA; BACON FANNY PACKS; FARMERS BREAKFAST W/ SCRAMBLED EGGS, HASBROWS, BACON AND SAUSAGE; LARGE FRENCH FRIES; SMALL FRENCH FRIES; ICE CREAM SANDWICH (BACON MOLASSES, ELVIS BACON, DOUBLE CHOCOLATE CHIP, SNICKERDOODLE); LOBSTER ROLLS (MAINE STYLE); LARGE BACON PICKLE MAC N’ CHEESE; SMALL BACON PICKLE MAC N’ CHEESE; NACHOS PORK RIND; BEER NUTS; PORK RINDS (REGULAR,SPICY,DILL); BARNEY’S BEEF RIBS; HEITH’S NASHVILLE HOT PORK SANDWICH; NASHVILLE FRIED BERKWOOD PORK SANDWICH; NASHVILLE FRIED CHICKEN SANDWICH; SAUSAGE; (1/2LBS) PEEL AND EAT SHRIMP; (1LBS) PEEL AND EAT SHRIMP;

STOCKMAN’S INN LLC -- LYLE KREPS
PO Box 586; Johnston, IA 50131-2298; 515-276-7574

STOCKMAN’S INN, OUTSIDE SW CATTLE BARN
Products Include: ANGRY ORCHARD BEER; BLUE MOON BEER; BUD LIGHT BEER; BUD LIGHT LIME BEER; BUDWEISER BEER; BUSCH LIGHT BEER; BUSCH LIGHT APPLE BEER; COORS LIGHT BEER; CORONA BEER; DOS EQUIS BEER; BEER-EXILE RUTHIE; GUINNESS BEER; HEINEKEN BEER; LEINENKUGELS SUMMER SHANDY BEER; MICHIOBEL ULTRA BEER; MILLER LITE BEER; SIERRA NEVADA PALE ALE BEER; CAYAN JACK MARGARITA; NATURAL LIGHT NATURDAYS; LYNCHBURG LEMONADE SPECIALTY DRINKS; MIKE’S HARD LEMONADE SPECIALTY DRINKS; WHITE CLAW BLACK CHERRY SPECIALTY DRINKS; TRULY SPIKED SELTZER-WILD BERRY;

STOCKMAN’S INN, OUTSIDE SW CATTLE BARN
Products Include: SMOKED BEEF BRISKET; DINO BITES; DOG BITES; BRAT; 1/3 POUND CHEESEBURGER; CHICKEN BREAST; COWBOY BEANS; BACON MAC DOG; SEASONED FRENCH FRIES; FRUIT-BERRIES, BLUE RIBBON; FRIED GREEN BEANS; 1/3 POUND HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; CUP OF ICE; LEMONADE; MAC N’ CHEESE; MILK; CHOCOLATE MILK; ORANGE JUICE; PORK ON A STICK; PORK LOIN; BBQ PORK SANDWICH; SMOKED PORK CHOP SANDWICH; SOUTHERN PULLED PORK SANDWICH; SIDE-COLESLAW; TEA, ICED; TEXAS TOOTHPICKS;

WEST EGG ENTERPRISES -- ANDREW COWNIE
4216 Greenwood Drive; Des Moines, IA 50312; 515-277-5985

MIDAMERICAN STAGE
Products Include: BEER-BOTTLE/CAN - MIKE’S HARD LEMONADE, SMIRNOFF ICE, BUSCH N/A, TONIC; LARGE DRAFT - MILLER LITE, CoORS LIGHT, BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, BUSCH LIGHT BEER; LARGE PREMIUM - BOULEVARD, BLUE MOON, FAT TIRE, BARN TOWN IPA, SUMMER SHANDY, BLONDE FATALE, RUTHIE BEER; MEDIUM DRAFT - MILLER LITE, CoORS LIGHT, BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, BUSCH LIGHT BEER; MEDIUM PREMIUM - BOULEVARD, BLUE MOON, FAT TIRE, BARN TOWN IPA, SUMMER SHANDY, BLONDE FATALE, RUTHIE BEER; PINT - MILLER LITE, CoORS LIGHT, BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, SUMMER SHANDY, BUSCH LIGHT, MICHIOBEL ULTRA BEER; SMALL DRAFT - MILLER LITE, COORS LIGHT, BUD LIGHT, BUDWEISER, BUSCH LIGHT BEER; SMALL PICKLE BEER; SMALL PREMIUM - BOULEVARD, BLUE MOON, FAT TIRE, BARN TOWN IPA, SUMMER SHANDY, BLONDE FATALE, RUTHIE BEER; LIME OR STRAWBERRY FROZEN RITA; SCREWDRIVER DRINK - LARGE; SCREWDRIVER DRINK - MEDIUM; SCREWDRIVER DRINK - SMALL; WATER;

MIDAMERICAN STAGE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BRAT; BREAKFAST BURRITO; CHEESEBURGER; CHIPS; CHIPS AND DIP; DIABLO BURGER; SMILEY FRIES; GRILLED CHEESE; GRILLED CHEESE W/ BACON; HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; MAC N’ CHEESE; MILK; ORANGE JUICE; ROOT BEER-LARGE; ROOT BEER, MEDIUM; ROOT BEER, SMALL; SODA, LARGE; SODA, MEDIUM; SODA, SMALL; (3) DUCK BACON WONTON;